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Disclaimer
The material and descriptions complied for these pages are not to be considered Agency guidance, policy, or any part of any
rule-making effort, but are provided for informational and discussion purposes only. They are not intended, nor can they be relied upon,
to create any rights enforceable by any party in litigation with the United States.
All recommendations regarding potential flooding reduction solutions are based on the author’s observations and experience, but not based
on an engineering feasibility or cost reasonableness analysis normally down by engineering firms. Extensive engineering feasibility analysis and
cost reasonableness analysis could not be provided within the available funding and time allotted for this Study requested by Bonita Springs
City Council.
Potential Solutions for flooding reduction need to be analyzed for engineering feasibility by neighborhood to determine the cost reasonableness
and the actual likely contribution for reduction of flooding in that neighborhood; and potential solutions which by engineering analysis appear
to be feasible and cost reasonable need to be evaluated in a water model created and validated to accurately predict extent of flooding from
various storm events such as 25 yr, 50 yr., 100 yr., IRMA 100 yr. est. at 150 yr. flooding and higher storm events such as 200 yr. storm to
determine if the potential solution when applied to a neighborhoods) reduces extend of flooding (flooding reduction %) and /or improves
flooding levels in other areas or has little effect on overall flooding or actually contributes to worsening flooding in some areas. Model should
be developed ASAP using latest GIS topo elevations, finer grid and more accurate boundary conditions with ability to vary 5 of ground
saturation and depth of surficial water table.
Reference herein to any specific commercial products or non-profit organization, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer,
or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government and shall not
be used for advertising or product endorsement purposes.

The documents on this website contain links, for example ((Embedded image moved to file: pic01212.gif)), to information created and
maintained by other public and private organizations. Please be aware that we do not control or guarantee the accuracy, relevance,
timeliness, or completeness of this outside information. Further, the inclusion of links to a particular item(s) is not intended to reflect
their importance, nor is it intended to endorse any view expressed or products or services offered by the author of the reference or the
organization operating the service on which the reference is maintained.

The Southwest Florida Regional Planning Council (SWFRPC)
assisted the City of Bonita Springs in developing a City of Bonita
Springs Flooding Reduction and Hydrologic Restoration Plan
that will include proposals for projects to reduce flooding in the
City of Bonita Springs suitable for legislative funding support
and plans for reduction of flooding, restoration of functional
healthy hydrology, and subsequent improvements in water
quality and habitat. The project encompasses all the watershed
segments that occur within the City of Bonita Springs

An Important Point
 This is a project with the goal of achieving flood

reduction throughout the City of Bonita Springs
 It is not a total flood elimination project
 No one can guarantee the elimination of all flooding
under all potential future conditions
 No one should expect that if they have a road or
building located in an existing unmodified floodplain
set at ground level elevation that they will not be
flooded when the floodplain floods.

100-Year Floodplain

Four-Day Storm Event exceeded the first two standards
Hurricane Irma exceeded all of these standards
The two storm events combined exceed all previous documented
floods in the area
Graphic Source: Pelican Landing Community Association presentation by Wesley Kayne, P.E. , Barraco and Associates, District
Engineer

Projects already started
 Spring Creek Shoal Dredging (Spring Creek

Restoration Plan)
 NOAA Grant for Spring Creek Culvert Improvements
at the CSX Railroad and Milagro Road (Spring Creek
Restoration Plan)
 Completion of the Southern CREW Restoration
Project (Item 13)
 Remove impediments to flows within the existing
system (Item 1) started on the Imperial River and
Spring Creek. More is needed to be completed.

Legislative Initiatives for the Next
Florida Legislative Session
1.
2.

3.

4.

Inspection of all culvert and tributary systems, snagging and clearing of all
systems and replacement of crushed and/or substandard culvert
conveyances on all flow-ways including residential yard conveyances.
Bonita Springs Imperial River Flood Mitigation & Prevention culvert
replacement and capacity increases; installation of sluice gates on
stormwater drainage systems, stormwater berm restoration and
construction. $6,350,000
Begin land acquisition for more retention In the Bonita DR/GR for a regional
scale retention treatment and at smaller scales along the course of the
Imperial River and Spring Creek. Initially target parcels identified in the
C2020 program, Lee County Master Mitigation Program and Southwest
Florida Watershed Study. Partner with adjacent jurisdictions and NGOs -Pine Lake Preserve Conveyance and Restoration with retention
opportunities. $6,200.000 for land acquisition and
Construct the Logan Boulevard and other potential conveyance systems
from Bonita Beach Road south to the Cocohatchee. Estimated cost is
$7,350,000

These can be:
Short-term, implemented or started in this year and
relatively immediate.
Moderate-term already planned and ready for funding
for design and build.
Longer –term with planning needed in the two to five
year time frame for design and build.
On-going and paradigm changing into the foreseeable
future including changes in building codes, land use plans,
and climate change adaptation.

Potential Solution 1 (Begun)
 Remove impediments to flows within the existing

system.
 This includes debris, sediments, and trash that has
accumulated or that is storm related
 Evaluate existing constrictions in flow in the system
including lack of drainage features; small culverts;
culverts with inverts set too high; causeways
constructed across floodplains; unpermitted
intrusions into the floodplains; and locations where
variances allowed intrusions into the floodplains.
 Amount: $2,500,000

Potential Solution 2
 Replace substandard culverts and bridges with new

structures of increased size, correct inverts, and a
design the plans for future sea level rise and increased
future storm surge.
 Where possible and feasible replace multiple culverts
with a open span of box culverts or a bridge. Improves
flows and may enhance recreational navigability.
 Repair damaged, degraded and vandalized permitted
dikes and berms
 Amount of first cost $6,350,000

Locations for new structures of increased size, correct inverts, and a design the
plans for future sea level rise and increased future storm surge.
For Spring Creek subbasin
Three Oaks Parkway/Imperial Parkway box culvert
North Branch and South Branch Old US 41 box culverts
The culvert within Bernwood Business Park on the Spring Creek North Branch
Spring Creek North Branch Railroad Crossing
Spring Creek South Branch Railroad Crossing (has already been applied for with FEMA)
The Milagro Lane Culvert on the South Branch of Spring Creek (has already been applied for with FEMA)
The FPL right-of-way bridging and pipes on the North and South Branches Spring Creek.
The culvert at Cedar Creek Drive
The cattle crossing bridge inside Bernwood Business Park on the South Branch

For Imperial River subbasin
Bonita Grande Boulevard
Pinecrest/Riverside Lane
Bourbonnierre Drive Bridge
Matheson Avenue
Rosemary Canal at I-75
Leitner Creek at I-75
Leitner Creek at Terry Street
Southern Pines Drive
Rosemary at Old 41
Rosemary at Railroad
Rosemary Canal at Imperial Parkway

Estimated costs to replace substandard culverts and bridges with
new structures of increased size, correct inverts, and a design the
plans for future sea level rise and increased future storm surge
(source: Atkins Engineering 2018).
Two-Lane Bridge

$2,180,000

Four –Lane Bridge

$4,640,000

Small Reinforced Concrete Box Culverts

$230,000

Large Reinforced Concrete Box Culvert

$300,000

Prefabricated Road Bridges

$230,000

Jack & Bore Reinforced Concrete Pipe

$410,000

Potential Solution 3
 Retrofit older communities which lack any true surface

water management system to have a basic system of
swales with collection in stormwater retention systems
with a point or points of positive discharge to a larger
receiving flowway
 These systems need not be restricted to a single named
neighborhood but may best be constructed in several
adjacent neighborhoods that all feed a regional
stormwater collection and treatment system.
 Estimates in progress

Example of the Retrofit of an Older Residential Community: Construct a modern stormwater
drainage system within an older community that would include a series of roadside swales, inlets, drainage
pipes and driveway culverts.
- Construct a stormwater detention facility within available property to treat, store and attenuate
stormwater runoff.
- The stormwater system and detention facility should be designed to treat the first inch of runoff and
attenuate the 25-yr/3-day storm event.
PROJECT ASSUMPTIONS
- Requisite right-of-way (or easements) is available for both conveyance systems and detention ponds, or
will be acquired by the City. Right-of-way acquisition is not included in the estimate.
- Estimate assumes that all community roadways will be resurfaced during construction.
- Estimate assumes that all driveways would require anew driveway culvert and partial driveway restoration.
- Estimate assumes excavation and grading for a pond that would meet SFWMD requirements. Pond
location would need to be determined.
PERMITTING
- Permitting should be straight forward since this project is improving stormwater conditions. SFWMD
should be the only permit required.
- Permitting will likely take approximately 1 year

TIMEFRAME
- Total project implementation is estimated at 2 – 3 years once parcel/easement/ROW is secured.
Design, Construction & Contingency = $600,000 for a 24-acre neighborhood, or ~25k/acre depending
on the residential density

Potential Solution 4
 Collect flows in the watersheds east of I-75 into a very large

Regional Stormwater Management System (RSMS) with
associated filter marsh water quality treatment located in
the eastern area of the Bonita Springs DRGR on mine lands
and agricultural lands
 This will serve neighborhood flows east of I-75 and collect
flows from the north into a new flow way connection
across native lands for discharge to correct watershed
destination (Spring Creek, Imperial River, Cocohatchee
River).
 Estimated land acquisition cost $6,500,000. There will be
additional costs for engineering, construction, and
operation and maintenance.

Potential Solution 5
 Change the design of the Kehl Canal to retain and treat

more water rather than quickly discharge it to the Imperial
River proper.
 Add adjacent water storage features to collect flows from
the Kehl Canal that incorporate filter marshes (examples:
Ten-Mile Canal filter marsh; North Colonial Waterway;
Freedom Park filter marsh)
 Install a series of step up weirs to hold additional water
within with increasing control elevations from west to east
(this will aid storage and provide improved groundwater
levels during dry season in the DRGR)
 Estimate in progress

Potential Solution 6
 Reconnect and/or improve the connection of the upper watersheds of







Half-Way Creek, Spring Creek, and the Cocohatchee River to carry
their original natural flows and not unnaturally contribute excess flows
to the Imperial River.
The Bloomberg Grant application is for the hydrologic planning.
Estimated amount $5,000,000
The reconnection design will be designed to restore the natural
hydroperiod and capacity of Half-Way Creek, Spring Creek, and the
Cocohatchee River and not exceed their carrying capacity. Imperial
River flooding will not be reduced by transferring flooding t another
watershed (as has been done by other to the Imperial River.
Southern Flow Way to the Cocohatchee Watershed amount $7,350,000
Other watershed reconnection cost will be of the same order of
magnitude.

Potential Solution 7
 Where available obtain unoccupied lands including

native lands, exotic infested lands, mine lands,
agricultural lands, ruderal lands, and otherwise vacant
lands that are in existing floodplains or immediately
adjacent to existing floodplains. This includes
SFWMD “Surplus Lands” currently available in the
DRGR. Request that the SFWMD not auction these
lands but transfer them to the City of Bonita Springs
for water management projects or sell them at simple
cost to the City.
 Estimate varies with availability of lands.

Potential Solution 8
 Establish a better/higher stormwater retention

standard for all new development including
residential, commercial, industrial, recreational, and
agricultural in the City of Bonita Springs.
 These standards will retain and management more
water on-site and provide for a gradual release in a
natural hydroperiod; not a system of no discharge and
then sudden high volume discharge.
 Amount for the City will be dependent on the
administrative process to implement and then legal
costs to defend the higher standard.

Potential Solution 9
 If a existing building in a floodplain is to be replaced

or retro-fitted to more than 50% of its above
foundation area then the building would have to meet
the current flood elevation standards (no exemptions).
 Given the on-going rate of sea-level rise for the City of
Bonita Springs an additional 3 feet over current
elevations would be recommended for building
expected to last for more than 100 years.
 Amount will depend upon the number of buildings
that will need to be elevated.

Potential Solution 10
 If a area has been intentionally designed in its Surface

Water Management System, (SWMS) and permitted to
use its roadways as flowways during temporary flow
events this information must be legally disclosed to
the community and all new buyers and/or renters.
 Such roads should be posted that they will function
that way with appropriate signage as is done in the
western United States.
 Estimate for education program will be similar to
fertilizer ordinance education program

Historic Period of Record for discharge rates does not account for climate change in
precipitation rates and delivery.
Control structure size and inverts do not account for climate change considerations
Note the “pond/lake borrow pits”, golf courses (if any) and road system are
expected to provide flood storage during the most extreme storm events. Under
such conditions road flooding is planned for.
Graphic Source: Pelican Landing Community Association presentation by Wesley Kayne, P.E. , Barraco and Associates, District
Engineer

Potential Solution 11
 Emergency Sluice Gates proved effective in







communities like Pelican Landing
Determine where existing modern SWMS do not have
them but could be redesigned for their use
Assist those communities in putting in Emergency
Sluice Gates
Work with the SFWMD to allow greater flexibility in
operating exiting and future emergency sluice gates in
response to storms occurring in a changing climate
Estimate depends upon the number of sluice gates to
be installed.

Potential Solution 12 (Begun)
 Establish a Stormwater/Flood Reduction Utility Fee to

assist in funding the necessary projects
 Fee would include a base city-wide assessment to cover
City-Wide projects and activities and as needed an
additional MSTU assessed for specific
developments/neighborhoods when a retro-fit or
project only affects it.
 RFP has been issued.

Potential Solution 13 (Completed)
 Complete the Southern CREW Restoration Project
 The purpose of the Southern Corkscrew Regional

Ecosystem Watershed Critical (CREW) Project, aka
Southern CREW Project (Project), is to restore
hydrology and ecology to an environmentally sensitive
natural area encompassing 4,150 acres, located along
Bonita Beach Road, just east of Bonita Springs
 It is estimated that construction costs associated with
implementing the recommended improvements will
be approximately $4.3 million.

Potential Solution 14
 Voluntary Seller Floodplain Restoration
 Some property owners who have experienced flooding

in multiple flooding events on a repetitive basis over
the years have indicated an interest in selling their
property to the public sector to become part of the
river floodplain unimpaired by structures.
 Estimate varies with availably of offered lands.

Potential Solution 15
 Prepare for the Effects of Climate Change on Flooding

From Changes in Precipitation Rates, Storm Surge
Events, and Sea Level Rise
 Amount $40,000 to $100,000 depending on the extent
of public participation and the planning entity

Proposed by Atkins Engineering
 This recommendation is proposed by Atkins Engineering.
 To determine which of the proposed project concepts have the most

benefit and which are the most cost-effective, a complete watershed
analysis would need to be conducted using the most appropriate
model(s) and flood data from the Hurricane Irma event.
 Conduct a Citywide Comprehensive Watershed Management
Masterplan Update.

 Existing Conditions model (Baseline condition)
 Hurricane Irma model verification
 Alternatives Analysis of stormwater projects (ranked and prioritized)

 Identify additional funding sources for projects
 Conduct feasibility analyses for the top ranked projects from the Masterplan
(conceptual designs)
 Detailed design for feasible projects
 Project(s) construction
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